Southwestern Scale Co., Inc. is the region’s ONLY full-service weighing systems company. We have been serving our customers since 1948, and are currently celebrating our 30th Anniversary of ownership by the Dumont family. Southwestern Scale is proud to be part of the economic growth and development of Arizona and Southwest US over the last 66 years.

Scales and weighing systems play an integral part in the success of any ARPA Member’s operation. Southwestern Scale understands this is uniquely positioned to provide the products and services that are required to exceed our customer’s needs.

Centrally located and operating out of our South/Central Phoenix location, we are able to reach our customers throughout the entire state of Arizona in a timely and efficient manner. Allowing us to provide unparalleled service to our valued customers.

**SERVICE:** Scale and weighing system service, repair and calibration. More certified weight, equipment, and personnel servicing equipment than any other service provider in the regions; MASHA certified, factory trained technicians; 24 hour emergency service; non-binding service agreements; weight studies for mining operations and load testing. **MANUFACTURING:** The only heavy capacity scale manufacturer in Arizona. Truck scales; rail scales – static and in-motion; mining scales – static and in-motion and axle scales. **RENTALS:** Truck scales; mining scales; portable rail scales; crane scales; axle scales, and wheel weighers. **SYSTEM INTEGRATION:** Data collection systems; unmanned weighing systems; weighing system networking and wireless communications; operational management software solutions, and solar systems for weighing equipment. **CONSTRUCTION:** Scale foundations. **SALES:** All types of weighing equipment relevant to our market and ARPA Members, including but not limited to: Truck scales; rail scales – static, in-motion, portable; mining scales; axle scales; on-board loader and truck scales; belt scales; crane scales and Laboratory scales.